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A gay couple in a car ad 10 years ago? It's not because brands wait to stick their necks out until consensus has
been reached. What are you waiting for? Not remotely possible. The electrical power from the generator is
sent primarily to the electric motor, with the excess going to the batteries, depending on the state of charge
SOC of the battery pack and the power demanded at the wheels. The driver hears more engine noise due to the
higher rate of power generation required to maintain this mode. Resorts could see their most valuable real
estate wash away as sea levels rise. Lucky then, that brands are among the few institutions with truly global
influence to build support for it. Assumption 3: climate change just isn't sexy Any marketer who claims that
the impending end of civilization doesn't make for an interesting, relevant story line isn't thinking creatively
enough. As did the Chevy spot during the Olympics opening ceremony , featuring a happy gay couple.
Capacity of the battery pack was increased to  And the boldest of all, like Patagonia, are questioning
consumption , a key driver of climate change. The science shows that all three of them are simply wrong.
Sharp and in-the-know. GM delivered these results while maintaining a strong balance sheet. I've consistently
heard three assumptions that keep brands on the sidelines. The world needs a few brands to take a stand on the
climate. The vehicle also has a regenerative braking system. It has now recorded 11 consecutive quarters of
profitability for the first time in more than a decade. Assumption 1: climate change is too hot to touch The
basic idea here is that the topic is still so politically contested that a campaign would risk driving too much
anger and controversy toward the company. Emotional resonance is one of the five key drivers of virality in
today's media marketplace, according to Jonah Berger , Wharton marketing professor and author of
Contagious , a comprehensive work explaining why some marketing messages catch on and others die. The
American Tobacco company seized that moment in the s, when it sold cigarettes as "freedom torches" in
support of women's suffrage.


